
The Small Business Guide to

Effective Radio Advertising

Radio reaches 94% of consumers in East Texas each week.  Nine-

out-of-ten consumers say they stay with the radio station they are 

listening to even while the commercials are playing.  This makes
radio an effective and economical tool for Texas small businesses to 

invite consumers to buy their products and services.

Step 1:  Create a precise marketing objective

Before you choose a radio station you will use or create a commercial, 
you must choose a marketing objective for your campaign.  To be 

effective, every campaign should have just one objective and relate to one 

of your business’s major priorities.  The objective you choose will 

determine your radio station selection, the length of your campaign, and 

the length and content of your commercial.  There are only 2 types of 
marketing objectives:

Every radio 
campaign 

should have only one marketing objective

Marketing 

Objectives

Branding objectives are used when you want your target consumer to 

believe something about your product or service.  An example of an branding 

objective could be:  Get working mothers to believe that my daycare service is 

the safest place in town to entrust their children

Promotion objectives are used when you want your target consumer to 

take specific action.  An example of a promotion objective could be:  Get people 

who maintain their own cars to buy 3 quarts of motor oil at my store this 

weekend.

Your marketing objective should include a singular, well-articulated target 

consumer.  Using gender and age alone are too broad to be effective descriptors.  

Instead you should target your consumer by lifestyle.  Some examples could be:

•Working Moms

•Do It Yourselfers

•People who will retire within 5years

•College Graduates Who are Under-employed
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Step 2:  Choose the Right Radio Station

Most small business have limited advertising budgets and 

need to make sure that every one of their precious dollars is 
wisely spent.  Therefore, choosing the right radio station is 

critical.  The most important criteria is not the size of a radio 

station’s audience, but rather how likely a station’s audience 

fits the description of the target consumer you described in 

your marketing objective.

FAQ:  How Many Radio 
Stations Do I need to Advertise 

on?
The number of radio stations you should use 

depends on the type of marketing objective you 

have.

Branding objectives require a high number of 

advertising exposures among your target audience.  

This can be accomplished by concentrating the 

campaign on 1 or 2 radio stations depending on your 

budget.

Promotion objectives require fewer advertising exposures 

but a greater reach among your target audience. 

If you are unsure how to determine your targets, an account executive from KMOO 
will be able to provide you with in-depth qualitative information about your category 

of business.
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Step 3:  Choose The Times of Day To Advertise
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Promotion 

campaign:

Concentrate 

ads to 3-4 

different times 

of day.

Many people are surprised to learn that morning drivetime is not 

the time of day when most people listen to the radio.  Actually,

more people listen during the midday and afternoon hours.  Even 
more surprising, 80% of prime time radio listeners also listen at 

night and on weekends, when ad costs are less expensive.

Choosing the time of day for your radio campaign 
should be based on two factors:

1.  Budget. If you have a small budget, then you 

should look to use non-prime times of the day 

including nighttimes, overnights and weekends.  By 

using these times of day correctly, your campaign can 

be heard by 80% of primetime listeners for about 30% 

of the cost.

2.  Campaign type. An individual listener tends 

to tune-in to the radio at the same time every day each 

day.  So, if your campaign objective is branding and you 

want to expose the same people repeatedly with your 

message, the you should limit your commercial 
placement to 1-2 times of day.  If your campaign 

objective is promotion and you want to reach as many 

target listeners as possible, then you should expand your 

commercial placement to include as many different times 

of day as your budget will allow.

Media buying professionals refer to 

time periods as “dayparts”. There 

are 6 dayparts over the course of a 
week.  Each daypart has a 

distinguishing name.

1. Am Drive: Mon-Fri 6am – 10 am

2. Midday: Mon-Fri 10am-3pm

3. PM Drive: Mon-Fri 3pm-7pm

4. Evening: Mon-Sun 7pm-12pm

5. Overnight: Mon-Sun 12 pm-6am

6. Weekend: Sat-Sun  6am-7pm

Speak 

Radio Like 

a Pro
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Step 4:  Choose the Length of Your Campaign

Your 
marketing 

objective will 
determine 

how  long you 
advertise for

The length of your campaign is directly related to the type of 

marketing objective you have chosen for your campaign.

Branding objectives require significant time since this 

type of campaign requires instilling a belief into your target 

consumer about your product or service.  These types of 

campaigns generally run 9 -12 months.

Promotion objectives require short bursts of time 

since this type of campaign usually asks your target 

consumer to take immediate action.  These type of 

campaigns can last from a few days to 3 months.

FAQ:  Does it take 3 exposures to my message to get a target 
consumer to respond?

This is one of the great urban legends of advertising.  The three-time 

theory dates back to 1870 when scientist Hermann Ebbinghaus

conducted studies to determine how many times test subjects had to 
repeat a series of nonsense syllable to become memorized.  

The results: Ebbinghaus’s work was the basis of a study on advertising effectiveness by Herbert Krugman at 

Westinghouse in the 1950s.  His findings: However, Krugman would later renounce the use of his findings 

saying, “There is a myth in the advertising world that people will forget your message if you don’t repeat your 

advertising often enough.  It is this myth that supports many large advertising expenditures.”  According to Erwin 

Ephron, the man considered to be the father of modern media planning, “Today serious students of advertising 

understand there is no formula answer to the effective frequency question.  They believe most exposures are 

reminders so a single exposure, if relevant, can make the sale.

Unlike other media, RADIO has no 
seasonality.  That means you can advertise 
anytime of the year and know that 93% of all 

consumers are tuned in!
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Your commercial should only contain information that supports your marketing objective

Step 5:  Creating a Radio Commercial

Radio commercials don’t need to be funny.  Radio commercials 

don’t need to be clever.  Radio commercials DO NEED to be an 

extension of your marketing objective,  The good news is you don’t 
have to write or produce your radio commercial yourself.

The station that you choose for your campaign will have a staff of professionals to do 

this for you and these services are usually free.  Here are some tips to make sure 

that your commercial will be effective:

1.  Decide exactly why you want your target 

consumer to do to believe as a result of hearing 

your commercial.  Marketers refer to this as the “call-to-

action”.  Your commercial should be limited to only one call-to-

action and it should be very,very specific.  All 100 words of 

your commercial should be used to compel your target to take 

the action you intended.  Words and ideas that do not support 

your singular call-to-action should be eliminated.

2.  Start your commercial with a declarative 

benefit statement. Since you only have 100 words, don’t 

waste your first sentence on rhetorical flare.  Many ineffective

commercials begin with a question.  For instance: “In the 

market for a new lawnmower?...”  The first seven words of the 

commercial elapse without providing any useful information to 

the listener.  A more engaging approach could be, “Take the 

grass work out of your weekend with the power of a Toro 

lawnmower from ABC Garden Supply.”  In fewer than 20 words 

you’ve stated a benefit (reclaim your weekend from lawn work) 

and introduced the solution (by buying a Toro lawnmower from 

ABC Garden Supply).

3.  Use Unexpected Language and avoid clichés like the 

plague.  The language you use in your commercials is a 

reflection on your business.  If your commercial is burdened wit

tired, over used phrases, then your business will be perceived 

as unoriginal and uninspired.  For instance, if you believe the 

commercials, then every business in Texas is “conveniently 

located”.  As a consequence, the phrase “conveniently located”  

is discounted by consumers as having no benefit.  In a 

compelling twist of that phrase, a local jewelry chain that, by 

choice, has no mall stores successfully describes itself as 

“inconveniently located”.  That unexpected use of language gets 

caught in the ear of listeners and creates a lasting memory of 

the commercial.
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Step 5:  Creating a Radio Commercial

Continued….

4.  State the Unobvious. Too many commercials waste precious 

words on stating the obvious:  “Christmas comes once a year”.  (Duh!);  

“Are gas prices bringing you down” (No, I love taking out a second 

mortgage when I fill-up); or “Open every evening until 8 p.m.” (really, 

until now I thought 8 P.M.happened every morning).  A more powerful 

use of words is to state the unobvious to engage listeners:  “The Sales 
Associates at ABC Furniture don’t work on a commission, they are paid 

on customer satisfaction”; “On average, the Doctors at Memorial Hospital 

graduated third from their medical school class”; or “The flowers and 

shrubs at ABC Nursery are grown from seed in the soil of Texas in order 
to tough out the ravages of your garden”  In each of the above cases, 

customers would appreciate knowing these things about a business (But 

they don’t need to be told that Christmas comes once a year).

5.  Use the Name Swap Test.  Before you pay for a radio 

commercial, dot he following.  Go through the script, replace your 

company’s name with the name of your biggest competitor.  If the

commercial works easily as well for your competitor, then throw it 

out and start over.  A great radio commercial should only work for 

one business…yours!

How Long should my commercial be?

Most radio stations offer 60-second, 30-second, and 15-second 

commercials.  You should choose the length that affords you 

enough time to advance your marketing objective.  When 

branding, longer lengths are usually prescribed.  For promotional 

objectives, shorter length commercials can be very effective.
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About Hightower Radio, inc.

Hightower Radio, inc.  Is home to The East Texas Original – 99.9 KMOO.  KMOO 

provides diverse programming that includes:  Award Winning News, Weather and 

Sports Coverage for 18 towns in East Texas – both on air and online!  We are also 
proud to air the ORIGINAL “SWAP SHOP” ~ THE WORLD FAMOUS KMOO 

GENERAL STORE.  Our station can be heard anywhere in the world through streaming 

our broadcast online.  

Contact Hightower Radio, Inc.

Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 628

Mineola, Texas 75773

Telephone:

Office:  903-569-3823

Fax:  903-569-6641

Online:

www.kmoo.com

Facebook, Twitter & Youtube

Tune In Radio App
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